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Wind climatology: a study of trends on Rogers’ dry lakebed
Introduction
Tower Locations Conclusions
This graph shows the percent of days in a given month that have at least one two-hour window in which the winds were at or below 5 kts.  Data from FMQ towers (2006-2015).
This graph (left) compares wind speeds and directions between NASA towers for any given 10-minute period.  The x-axis shows the average wind speed between the stations, while the y-axis shows the difference in wind directions between the stations. The data are presented using a frequency distribution that also highlights in yellow the most frequent result, with blue being the least frequent. This indicates the most common speed and range of wind direction on the lakebed.  Winds can range up to 180° across the lakebed in a 10-minute span.
The Armstrong Flight Research Center (AFRC) operates numerous low-altitude flying projects that are subject to ground-level wind limits. Teams can wait for hours for the right conditions on a day of variable winds; sometimes this causes failure to complete testing on schedule.  A strategic analysis of wind behavior at locations where terrain causes high wind variation could lend insight into the best times to test for these near-ground aircraft.   
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This graph indicates the likelihood of each hour to have winds under 5 kts. Fall months are in purple, winter in blue, spring in green, and summer in orange.  Data from FMQ towers (2006-2015).
FMQ (2006-2015)
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Main NASA runway
The data from the combined stations across the lakebed span from 2004 to 2016, giving a broad view of wind conditions at all locations and times of year.• FMQ stations (red) gathered data every hour• NASA stations (blue) gathered data every 10 minutes• EGADS stations (grey) gathered data every minute.  
This wind rose example shows the average strength and direction of winds for a given month, based on data from FMQ towers (2006-2015).  
Methods
Climatology Analysis
Data were analyzed using Excel, MATLAB, and WRPLOT to determine trends and patterns of wind on the lakebed.  The focus was to find times of the day, month, or year with low wind speeds and steady wind directions. Both headwinds and crosswinds were examined, as they play unique roles in an aircrafts flight specification.  Crosswinds were defined along the main NASA runway (see below) as greater than 5 kt. winds with a direction that differed from the main runway by 10 degrees.
Taken from four years of EGADS data, this graph shows the frequency of crosswind activity on the main runway.  Morning hours show the fewest crosswinds.
Taken from four years of EGADS data, this graph shows the frequency of wind speeds on the main runway.
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Research Questions
1. What historical meteorological data exist for this study?2. Can the data in this study be used to create a collection of useful information for future NASA AFRC projects?
March Wind Ranges
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